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Eikon High Speed Ovens  
Metos by Merrychef

True versatility in small size



Metos by Merrychef  
eikon e1s

Develop your menu
Metos by Merrychef eikon® e1s is one of the most 
compact high speed ovens on the market, designed for 
small businesses looking to add a hot food option to their 
operation or improve throughput. 

A single counter-top appliance, styled for front-of-house 
and programmed to produce high quality results for every 
order, with a simple touch of an icon. 

Ideal to rapidly cook, toast and bake a wide choice 
of dishes from both fresh and frozen foods. Be it 
sandwiches, pastries, pizzas, vegetables, fish or meat – 
the new eikon e1s is the perfect way to cook, toast, grill, 
bake and regenerate a huge range of fresh or frozen 
foods. 

High speed operation and even browning enable you to 
cater for more customers per service with fresh, hot food. 
The result is greater customer satisfaction and a better 
return on investment.

Serve up great tasting hot dishes with a Metos by Merrychef

Tuna burrito OmeletteFish and chipsChilled, pre-baked, 
thin crust pizza
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HIGH SPEED
Reduces waiting time, by cooking up to 10x 
faster than a conventional oven.

PRECISION TECHNOLOGY
The finely tuned combination of three heating
technologies: convection (2200W), tuned
impingement and microwave (800W) makes
the heat level consistent

VERSATILE
Saves space; just one piece of equipment to 
cook a wide variety of food.

PRESS & GO
Metos by Merrychef eikon® e1s arrives 
pre-programmed with menus ranging from 
paninis and French Fries
to pies.

ACCESSORIES
Non-stick cooking liners
Cooking tray
Cooking plates
Paddle with hand guard and sides

EFFICIENT
Excellent return on investment with low 
power consumption; only uses less than 0.7 
kWh on standby. Saves money when not in 
use.

QUIET
Operates quietly; 52dBA on standby

EASY TO INSTALL
No installation costs, simply plug and play 
via a single phase plug. No extraction hood 
needed. 

High speed oven combining 
functionality, speed and  
performance

Metos by Merrychef Code Chamber mm Dimensions mm Electric connection

eikon e1s black 4571606 410x310x310 407x538x538 230V1NPE 2,99kW 16A
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